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Improvement in Conversion Efficiency of MOCVD GaAs Solar Cells

using AlGaAs Buffer Layers
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K. Mitsui, K. Yamanaka,and T. Murotani

LSI R&D Laboratory, Mitsubishi Electric Corp.

4-t, Mizuhara, Itani , 664 Japan

A 22.5% (AMo,1sun) efficient 2x2cm2 AlcaAs/caAs heteroface solar cell
grown bv MoCVD have been obtained by employing the AlGaAs buffer layer.
The AlGaAs buffer laver increases both an open-circuit voltaee(Voc)
and a short-circuit current (Isc). The former is attributed to a back
surface field (BSF) effect,as expected, but the latter is attributed,
unexpectedly, to the improvement of the AlGaAs window layer.

1. Introduction

GaAs solar cells are suitable for space

applications, Since they have hieh con-

version efficiency and high radiation re-

sistance. LPE technoloay has been developed

for mass production of heteroface solar cell

whose average and maximum efficiencies are

L7.5% and 19.3%, respectively.D

Recent attention has been given to MOCVD

technology whieh allows precise control of

design parameters such as Layer structure,

layer thickness and impurity doping.

In a laboratory scale, AMO efficiency of

2L.L% has been reported, utilizing n+-GaAs

buffer layer which gives rise to the back

surface fleld (BSF).2)

On the other hand,aheterofaceAlGaAs solar

cell incorporating a heterost'ructure BSF has

been reported. However, the efficiency is

stilt behind the conventional or,".3)

In this paper we focused on the AlGaAs

buffer layer to sroh, hieh quality active

layers for heteroface AlGaAs/GaAs solar cells

B-7-3

using a barrel shaped MOCVD reactor suitable
for mass production. AlGaAs buffer layers have

been found to be effec.tive to raise both Voc

by BSF effect and Isc by improvement of the

AlGaAs window layer. The hiehest AMO

eff iciency of 22.5% and AMI eff iciency of
24.7% have been achieved.

2. Experimental

The AlGaAs/GaAs heteroface solar cell
structures were grown by barrel shaped MOCVD

reactor which has a growth capacity of 40

wafers of 4.4x5.O cn2.
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Table 1, The
buffer lavers.
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The substrate temperature and the reactor

pressure were ?8OoC and 13O torr' respeetive-

ly- The f low rate of H2 carrier gas was ?O

SLM. Trimethvl ealliurn (TMG) ' trimethvl

aluminum (TMA) and 1OO% arsine (AsH3) were

used as Ga, Al and As sources' respectively-

The doping of n- and p-type layers were

carried out using hvdrogen selenide (H2Se)

and diethylzinc(DEZn), respectivelv.

The cross-sectional structure of the

solar cell is shown in Fie. 1 . The size of

solar cell Ls 2x2cm2. The details of the

buffer layer structures are shown in Table 1 -

Solar cell performances were measured at 28oC

under AMO (t35m1,i'/cm2\ and AM1 (93mhl/cmZl

conditions, which rePresent solar sPectra

outside the earth's atomosphere and on earth'

respectively.

3. . Results and discussion

A. Solar cell Performance

Table 2 shows the typical performance of

solar cells with and without AlGaAs buffer

layers. Voc, fsc, and fitl factor (FF) are

increased by emploving the AlGaAs buffer

Tabl E 2, The typical value of the s0lar cel I
performance.

silrPtI Voc (v) Isc (64 FF 1? (%)

A 1.01 L32 0.929 20. 3

B 1.03 136 o.842 2L,6

Voc=1.0{8 (V)

Isc=136.5 (urA)

Fl'=0.853

[ff.=22.5 (t]
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2. The I-V curve of solar cell'

As a result, the conversion

eff iciency is improved from 20.3% to 21 .6%.

The conversion efficienev of our best solar

cell is 22.5%(AMO), which is the highest so

far reported. Fieure 2 shows the I-V curve

of this solar cell. The efficiencv under one

sun, AM1 conditions is 24.t%, which is close

to the theoretical limit of 27%, taking into

account the eleetrode obscuration of 4.5%.

B. Voc and reverse saturation current

Figure 3 shows the dependence of Voc on

the buffer layer structures. The structures

of samples A-D are shown in Table 1. The

plotted values are the average of each

growth lot. The Voc of solar cel ls with the
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Fig. 3, The average value
indieate the structures of
I isted in table 1.
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dark I-V curves

layer. The reverse saturation currents (Io)

extrapolated from the curve around,3omA/cm2

are 6.3ox1o-l5A/cm2 and 1.41x19-15 a/cm? for
samples A and B, respectlvely. This fo
reduction means that the recombination

velocity at backside is redueed by the BSF

effect.

C. Spectral response and pL measurements

Figure 5 shows the dependence of Isc on

the buffer layer structures. Every sample

with AlGaAs layers increases Isc by about 4rnA.

Figure 6 shows the spectral response of the

solar cells with and without the AlGaAs

buffer layer.If the BSF effect is the oriein
of Isc enhancement, the response in the

long waveleneth region should be enhanced- The

experlmental result is opposite, i.e., the

response in short wavelength region is
enhanced by AlGaAs buffer layer.

The absorption coefficient of GaAs is so

laree that most of the incident light in the
short wavelength region is absorbed near

the surface- Therefore, tbe heterointerface
recombination near the surface ls an im-
portant factor to understand the enhancenent

of response in the short wavelength region.
By theoretlcal curve fittlne to the experi-
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of soler cells.

AlGaAs buffer layer are larger than that of
conventional cells with nt-GaAs buffer layer.
The AlGaAs buffer layer raises Voc by about

ZOmV, being independent of the buffer layer

structures. These results indlcate that the

improvement of Voc is due to the so-called
BSF effect caused by AlGaAs buffer layer,i.e.
n-AlGaAs layer acts as a potential barrier
and the minority earriers are reflected at
the heterointerface.

In order to confirrn the BSF effect, we

also measured the reverse saturation eurrent
(Io). Figure 4 shows the dark I-V curves of
sol.ar cells with and without AlGaAs buffer
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mental spectral response, it was estimated

that the S value decreased from lo5cm/s to LOA

cmls by incorporating AlGaAs buffer layer.

To conflrm the change of S value by

employlng the AlGaAs buffer layer, photo-

Iumlnescence study was carried out using two

samples shown at the insetof Fie.7. SampleF has

an AlGaAs buffer layer and sample E has no

buffer layer. All spectra were traced in a

same scale. The solld lines show the spectra

of as-grown samples with the window layers.

The broken lines show the spectra of samples

whose'AlGaAs window layers were etched off.

The bound exiton peak intensity of spectrum

(b) of sample F is about two times larger
than that of sample E, probably due to the

BSF effect. The enhancement of PL intensity
of samples with AlGaAs window layer are due

to the reduction of surfaee recomblnation

velocity. This enhancement factor of bound

exiton peak intensity are 5.8 and 7.7 for

samples E and F, respectively. The large

enhancement observed in the sample with the

AlGaAs buffer layer indicates that the

buffer layer brings hieh quality heterointer-

face of AIGaAs window layer and GaAs layer.

This result is consistent with the increase

of Isc of the solar cell by the AlGaAs

SIIPII E
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Fig. 7, The PL spectra at 1.ZoK.

buffer layer. The broad peak indicated H is
due to the confined carriers at theerinterface

between undope GaAs and AlGaAs buffer layer.
AlGaAs window layer has hieh Al content

of O.85, so this layer is very sensitive to
residual oxygen impurlty. Yeh et .l,4)
demonstrated that the increase of oxygen con-

centration in the AlGaAs window layer reduce

the Isc in the AIGaAs/GaAs heteroface solar
ceIIs.During the growth of AlGaAs buffer
layer, ambient impurity such as oxygen is
probably reduced by eettering, so the

erystalline quality of the subsequently

grown laYers can be improved.

4. Conclusion

The alGaAs buffer layers were appplied to

MOCVD AlGaAs/GaAs heteroface solar cells.
The maxinum efficiency of 22.5% (AMO) was

achieved for 2x?:cm2solar cell. The AlGaes

buffer layer acts as a potential barrier to
reduce the leakage eurrent. It also acts as

the oxycen gettering layer to improve the
quallty of heteroi.nterface of the window

AlGaAs and active GaAs layer.
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